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start Position: standing

at the Table, rifle in hands. pistols loaded and
holstered. Shotgun open and empty staged on Table.

At Signal:

Shoot the Rifle targets in a Regressive Sweep (4 on the I't
target,3 on the 2d target, z onthe 3'd targetand 1 on the iast target),
starting on either the top or the bottom. Make the Rifle safe. Fro*ih"
table, with the Pistols, repeat the Rifle instructions. Holster. From the
table shoot the 4 shotgun targets in any order.
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Start Position: Standing at the Table, hands on hat. Pistols loaded and
holstered. Rifle loaded with 10 rounds staged on Table. Shotgun open
and empty staged on Table.

At Signal:

Guns may be shot in any order, but rifle may not be last.
Shoot the 4 shotgun targets in any order. Make the Shotgun safe. With
the Rifle shoot a 4-I-l-4 Sweep from either the top or the bottom. With
the pistols, repeat the Rifle instructions. Holster.
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Start Position: Standing behind Table, shot gun in hands. Pistols
loaded and holstered. Rifle loaded with 10 rounds staged on Table.

At Signal:

Shoot the four Shotgun targets in any order. Make the
Shotgun safe on the Table. From the Table, with the Rifle, shoot the
Rifle targets in a Badger Sweep (1,2,3,4,1,2,3,1,2,1) from either
the top or the bottom. Make the Rife safe. From the Table with the
Pistols, repeat the Rifle instructions.

LEAVE THE SPOTTING FLAGS AND TIMER ON THE STAGE
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Start Position: Standing left of the Table, with rifle in hands. Pistols
loaded and holstered. Shotgun open and empty staged on Table.

At Signal: With the Rifle, place three rounds on the back

target, one
on the front target, then one on the back target, repeat starting on the
front target (3,1,1). Make the Rifle safe. With the Shotgun, shoot Bell,
Knock Down, Bell, Knock Down. Make the Shotgun safe. Move to the
right of the Table and with the pistols, repeat the Rifle instructions.
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Start Position: Standing at the Table, SASS default. Pistols loaded and
staged on the Table. Rifle on the Table. Shotgun open and empty
staged on the Table. Guns may be shot in any order, but Rifle may not
be 1ast. The stage is shot Stand and Deliver.

At Signal: With pistols, double tap alternate

the two targets, starting
on either target. Pistols may be holstered or returned to the Table.
From the Table with the Rifle, repeat the Pistol instructions. With the
Shotgun, shoot Shotgun targets, knockdown, bell, bell, knockdown.
Make the Shotgun safe.
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Start Position: Standing at the Table, SASS defuult. Pistols loaded and
holstered. Rifle on the Table. Shotgun open and empty staged on the
Table. Guns may be shot in any order, but Rifle may not be last. The
stage is shot Stand and Deliver.

At Signal: With pistols, shoot a progressive sweep on the two targets
starting on either target. From the Table with the Rifle, repeat the
Pistol instructions. With the Shotgun, shoot Shotgun targets KD, KD,
Bell, Bell.
LEAVE THE SPOTTING FLAGS AND TIMER ON THE STAGE.

